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What is the UK Industrial Strategy?

Published by government in 2017, it sets out how the UK will create an
economy that boosts productivity and earning power across the country
The vision is for the UK to:
— be the world’s most innovative economy
— create good jobs and greater earning power for all
— have a major upgrade to its infrastructure
— be the best place to start and grow a business
— have prosperous communities across the country
To achieve this, it is important to ensure every part of the UK
realises its full potential

What is productivity?

Productivity measures how much output is produced by a given input
– for example, the value of the goods or services produced per worker
within a region or sector

Improving productivity means more output can be produced with given inputs

Productivity matters because it is a key driver of economic growth, social
prosperity and living standards. In the long run, a country’s ability to raise
living standards is almost entirely down to its ability to increase productivity

How is the UK Industrial Strategy structured?
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Foundations

Ideas

the world’s most innovative economy

People

good jobs and greater earning power for all

Infrastructure

a major upgrade to the UKs infrastructure

Business Environment

the best place to start and grow a business

Places

prosperous communities across the UK
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Grand Challenges
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Sector Deals

(published to date - more planned)

Artificial intelligence
and data economy

Aerospace

Clean growth

Artificial Intelligence

Future of mobility

Automotive

Ageing society

Construction
Creative industries
Life sciences
Nuclear
Offshore wind
Rail
Tourism

What is the North East Local Industrial Strategy?

The North East Local Industrial Strategy will be an evidence
based delivery plan extending to 2030 that is aligned to the
UK’s Industrial Strategy, setting out how the North East will
play its part to boost productivity and living standards for its
residents and businesses.
It will:
— Set out how the region and government will work together to
maximise our contribution to UK productivity
— Identify areas where we can drive North East industrial and
business growth and include propositions to contribute to the UK’s
Grand Challenges and Sector Deals
— Provide information to inform investment programmes for future
funding, subject to future consultation.

How does the Local Industrial
Strategy fit with the North East
Strategic Economic Plan?

Grow and develop
North East economy

6 Targets

Increase the number of
jobs by 100,000 by 2024

70% of all jobs created
between 2014 and 2024
will be better jobs

Close the gap with
England excluding
London in the
employment rate for
people aged 16-64 by
2024

Reduce the gap with
England excluding
London in economic
activity for people aged
16-64 by 50% by 2024

Reduce the gap with
England excluding
London in private sector
employment density by
50% by 2024

Reduce the gap with
England excluding
London in GVA per hour
worked by 50% by 2024

Delivery mechanism to increase productivity
and living standards
Maximise North East assets and opportunities
to address our challenges.

North East Local Industrial Strategy governance

Secretary of State for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy

North East LEP Board

Decision making

North East Local Industrial
Strategy Steering Group

Representatives from:
– Government
– North East Local Enterprise Partnership
– North East Combined Authority
– North of Tyne Combined Authority
– Newcastle University

Advisory
North East Local Industrial
Strategy Working Group

(on behalf of four universities)

Progress to date
2018
July

Governance

2019
August

September

October

November

Secretary of
State announces
government will
work with North
East to develop LIS

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

Monthly meeting of Steering Group and Working Group
LEP Board
approves
approach

LEP Board
reviews
progress

LEP Board
reviews initial
evidence

LEP Board agrees
vision and reviews
initial strategy

Development of evidence base, using North East Economic Evidence Forum as ‘critical friend’

Evidence

Review of North
East productivity
commissioned

North East’s approach
to developing evidence
base reviewed by
cross –Whitehall LIS
Analytical Panel

Review of North
East sectors,
assets and
competencies
commissioned

Our Economy
published

North East
evidence base
reviewed by
cross–Whitehall
LIS Analytical Panel

Ongoing discussions with government
Engagement with regional partners through established structures and ad hoc discussions

Engagement
Strategic
Economic Plan
engagement event

Other

Engagement event to
consider implications and
of productivity review
Policy meetings with
government departments
Launch of refreshed
Strategic Economic Plan

Discussions with
LA7 Economic
Directors

LIS Summit

Questions?

What does the UK Industrial Strategy say about People?

The United Kingdom has one of the most successful labour markets in the world.
Our employment rate is at a near historic high – one of the fastest post-recession
rates relative to other major OECD economies. It is underpinned by a world-class
higher education system, the first choice of students and researchers around
the world. Employers are ever more closely involved in the system, and the
government has committed to delivering 3 million apprenticeships.

What does the UK Industrial Strategy say about People?
The People Foundation seeks to address five specific challenges the
UK faces in relation to People, including the need to:

Improve the quality
and reputation of
technical education.

Tackle shortages of
STEM skills.

Tackle entrenched
regional disparities
in education and
skill levels.

Ensure that everyone, no matter their background or level of skill, has
an opportunity to enter into and progress at work and through the
education and training system.
Help people develop skills so they are able to work with, and
alongside, new technologies, with employers, individuals and the
government all having a role to play in this.

What does the UK Industrial Strategy say about People?
The key policies set out under the people foundation in the UK Industrial Strategy are to:

Establish a technical
education system
that rivals the best
in the world to
stand alongside our
world-class higher
education system.

Invest an additional
£406m in maths,
digital and technical
education, helping to
address the shortage
of science, technology,
engineering and
maths (STEM) skills.

Create a new National
Retraining Scheme
that supports
people to re-skill,
beginning with a
£64m investment
for digital and
construction training.

People in the North East

The people foundation is closely aligned to the skills, employment,
inclusion and progression programme of delivery in the North East
Strategic Economic Plan

Business
growth

Innovation

Skills, employment,
inclusion and
progression

Transport
connectivity

Investment and
infrastructure

People challenges set out in the Strategic Economic Plan

Performance of our secondary schools is mixed with poor outcomes
at many schools in terms of qualifications achieved and post-school
destinations.

Skills shortages and skills gaps suggest there are mismatches between
the skills employers are looking for and those available in the workforce.
This is likely to reflect both genuine shortages and gaps and an element
of individuals and employers failing to recognise skills.

We have fewer North East school leavers than other areas that go on to
attend the top performing UK universities.

Employers typically under invest in training and workforce development,
with this being a particularly critical issue in some sectors.

Given the emerging and changing nature of digital skills required
by employers, it is currently a challenge for schools, colleges and
universities to plan, resource and deliver provision that keeps pace.

Given the growing evidence of in-work poverty across the UK, it will be
important that as we work to improve the employment opportunities in
the North East, we focus on creating opportunities that offer good wages,
hours and working conditions to improve living standards.

Despite significant improvements over the last five years, unemployment
and economic inactivity remain higher in the North East than in many
other areas.

People opportunities set out in the Strategic Economic Plan

Work with DfE and local partners to maximise the impact of Opportunity
North East to drive school improvement and boost social mobility for our
young people.

Increase the number of high quality, high skill jobs in the North East to
retain and attract high skill graduates and high skills workers in the
labour market.

Work with partners to build on the good work agenda, based on
increasing research that demonstrates offering ‘good work’ - including
fair wages, hours and working conditions - delivers for the business
bottom line and raises living standards.

Build on evidence showing there is a need to provide more personalised
employability services and to be more ambitious about linking those that
are out of work with good quality employment opportunities, especially
those that lead to progression opportunities.

Build on our reputation for innovation in delivering exceptional, robust
pilot projects to inform national policy.

Work with the Skills Advisory Panel and increased availability of data to
continue to build the evidence base and ensure education and training
priorities are based on a strong understanding of the North East
labour market.

Questions?

Developing an evidence base for North East LIS

Builds on earlier research
undertaken in North East
and ongoing of research
being undertaken in
region and more widely.

Our annual ‘state of the region’
report, Our Economy provides
overview of the North East LEP
area economy and how it is
changing over time. This year’s
report focused on what makes
the North East competitive.

Commissioned review of
North East productivity
performance and what
underpins this.

Have used North East Economic Evidence Forum as ‘critical friend’
to review evidence base throughout LIS development process.

What the LIS evidence tells us about People in North East?
The key challenge the North East LEP area faces is that there are fewer
employment opportunities per head than England excluding London.
The Strategic Economic Plan has prioritised this by setting a target to
increase the number of jobs by 100,000 by 2024.

— The demand for higher-skilled workers is growing in the North East LEP
— Share of high-skilled and non-routine service workers is rising
— Share of low-skilled and routine/semi-routine services workers is falling

However, compared to the England average, the North East LEP still
has some of the lowest employment shares in the categories showing
growth (high-skilled and non-routine service workers) and some of
the highest in the categories experiencing declines (low-skilled and
routine/semi- routine services workers).

Commissioned review
of North East sectors,
competencies and
assets that can
support productivity
improvements.

What the LIS evidence tells us about People in North East?

Whilst the North East LEP area has lower rates of economic activity and
employment than England excluding London, these rates have increased
since 2014 and the gap with England excluding London has narrowed on
the employment rate.
The working age population of the North East has a lower qualifications profile
than England as a whole with more individuals having no qualifications and fewer
with high level qualifications (NVQ level 4 or above). However, the North East LEP
area has made progress on this since 2014, with the proportion with high level
qualifications increasing and the proportion with no qualifications decreasing.
Nationally, professional, associate professional and skilled trade roles
are identified as the occupations with the highest rates of skills shortage
vacancies. Firms in the North East report significantly more difficulties in
hiring professional and skilled trade workers than the national average.
This suggests that the relative deficit of high-skilled workers may be a
supply side, rather than a demand side issue.

What the LIS evidence tells us about People in North East?

Fewer employers in the North East LEP than across England excluding
London reported that they had experienced skills shortage vacancies.

Both the economic inactivity rate and the unemployment rate have
fallen over the past four years. The unemployment rates for young
people (aged 16-24) and older workers (aged 50-64) have also
decreased over this period
Despite these improvements, the working age economic activity rate
and unemployment rates for 16-64 and 50-64-year-olds remain above
the England excluding London rates.
As the North East unemployment rates for all age groups have
declined faster than elsewhere, the gap with England excluding
London has narrowed.

What the LIS evidence tells us about People in North East?

Average (median) wages are only 88% of the English average.
However, living costs are also lower within the North East. Whilst
wages have increased since 2014, the North East rate of growth of
6.1% in that period has been lower than that of any other core city LEP
and the gap with England has increased.
There appear to be significant difficulties in attracting employees
and graduates from other UK regions, resulting in relying primarily
on homegrown graduates. This is shown by the low proportion of
graduates employed in the North East who did not either grow up
there or study there.
The review of North East sectors, competencies and assets has
highlighted a need to work with industry to attract, retain and develop
talent throughout the career lifecycle and to develop best-in-class
student placement and work experience programmes.

People: What the evidence tells us about what works
Encouraging employers to make the most of their employees’ skills can improve productivity,
reduce inequality, and contribute to economic growth. In particular:
Better use of skills is associated with improved job satisfaction, while employees who use
their skills well are often better paid than those in roles which do not stretch them.
Employers who better match skills to job roles benefit from improved retention of workers,
higher productivity and better industrial relations.
Policy-makers can boost productivity and economic growth by better understanding the
skills that employers need and working with local stakeholders to help employers make
best use of the skills already available to them in their workforce.

People: What the evidence tells us about what works
There is some consensus on best practice principles in designing policies to reduce skills
imbalances. These include:
Expanding opportunities to participate in adult learning.
Improving the recognition of informal and non-formal learning.

Stimulating demand for higher-level skills.

Ensuring all stakeholders are involved in the production of information on skills needs.

Questions?

– Does the evidence base reflect your understanding of People?
– Is there anything missing from the evidence base?

What are we doing already?
Key activities identified in the North East Strategic Economic Plan to be delivered between
2019 – 2021 include:

North East Ambition
Outstanding Careers Guidance for each and every student in the North East, from Primary
through to employment
Education Challenge
Reduce the gap between the best and the lowest performing schools in our region
Improve skills progression
Map out routes to skills progression and ensure the provision of high quality skills and
training opportunities

What are we doing already?
Increase youth employment
Building pathways for the most vulnerable into employment
Improve labour market activation
Encourage the commission of holistic approaches that include employers and integration
of services so people facing health barriers are fit for work, have clear paths to career
progression and work culture promotes wellbeing
Ensure connected communities:
Increase social mobility and economic activity by working with partners to increase access
to digital skills
Help deliver fuller working lives
Reduce inactivity levels in our older workforce and help older employees develop new skills,
encourage flexible employment and offer specific support to those out of the labour market

Proposed approach to People in North East LIS

Name of proposition

Detail

Drive Forward our Education
Challenge

Maximise opportunities for all young people in education and improve their transition to
employment, apprenticeships, further and higher education.

Deliver and Extend North East
Ambition

Ensure that everyone understanding progression opportunities are available to them through
education and into employment. Support businesses to work with education and skills sector to
improve the supply of a skilled workforce which is ready and prepared for the world of work.

Develop and Deliver an
Evaluation Framework pilot

Deliver a UK pilot for the employability framework set out the Good Work Review, develop a
system so that individuals can demonstrate core competencies aiding access to employment
opportunities and progress in the labour market.

Innovation and Technology –
Further and Higher Education

Deliver key skills to increase productivity and growth in areas of strategic importance. Support
the development of core workforce competencies able to transition, develop new skills and
adapt to technological advance.

Prioritise Fuller Working Lives

Demonstrate the productivity benefits of delivering Fuller Working Lives, increase the number
of older people active in the economy and society by encouraging workplaces to adapt to the
needs of an older workforce.

Discussion questions

Does the approach being proposed tackle the skills issues holding back North East productivity?

Which element(s) of the proposed approach is most important?

Do the proposed approaches address the aspiration to address both productivity
and living standards?

Discussion questions

What is needed to deliver the proposed approach?
# What is the ‘ask’ of government?
# What is the role of regional partners?

We are keen that the North East LIS is outward looking. Which partners outside the region
should the North East be working with on this approach?

Next steps

Feedback from engagement summit
Ongoing discussions with
North East LEP advisory boards
and other regional structures

Draft North East
Local Industrial Strategy

Final North East
Local Industrial Strategy

To be reviewed by Working
Group, Steering Group and
North East LEP Board

Agreed by North East LEP Board
and Secretary of State for
Business Energy and Industrial
Strategy

Submitted to government

Published by government

Bilateral discussions
with government

